We use a lowest Landau level model to study the recent observation of an anomalous Hall effect in twisted bilayer graphene. This effective model is rooted in the occurrence of Chern bands which arise due to the coupling between the graphene device and its encapsulating substrate. Our model exhibits a phase transition from a spin-valley polarized insulator to a partial or fully valley unpolarized metal as the bandwidth is increased relative to the interaction strength, consistent with experimental observations. In sharp contrast to standard quantum Hall ferromagnetism, the Chern number structure of the flat bands precludes an instability to an inter-valley coherent phase, but allows for an excitonic vortex lattice at large interaction anisotropy.
Moiré graphene systems are a class of simple van der Waals heterostructures [1] hosting interaction driven lowenergy physics, making them an exciting platform to advance our understanding of strongly correlated quantum matter. In twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) with a small twist angle between adjacent layers, interaction effects are enhanced by van Hove singularities coming from 8 bands around charge neutrality in the Moiré-or miniBrillouin zone (mBZ) with a very small bandwidth [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A confirmation of the important role played by interactions in these mBZ flat bands was provided in Ref. [22] and Refs. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , where interaction-dominated gaps were observed when 2 or 6 (filling ν = −2, 2) of the 8 flat bands in TBG are filled. Also in ABC stacked trilayer graphene Moiré systems Mott insulating behavior has been reported [28] . Interestingly, at densities near some of these Mott insulators the system becomes superconducting [25, 29] .
Recent experiments indicate that certain magic angle graphene devices have large resistance peaks at ν = 0, 3, with the latter featuring an anomalous Hall (AH) effect detected via hysteresis in the Hall conductance as a function of the out-of-plane magnetic field [30] . The Hall conductance is of order e 2 /h but not yet quantized. Some have detected an meV-scale gap at charge neutrality, and a hysteretic behaviour of the Hall conductance with applied field at ν = −1 [31] . In this work we discuss how the breaking of the 180-degree rotational symmetry (C 2z ) by a partially aligned hexagonal boron-nitride (h-BN) substrate could explain these observations. A variety of works [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] have found that h-BN opens up a band gap at the Dirac points of monolayer graphene whose magnitude depends on the graphene / h-BN alignment angle, reaching ∆ AB ∼ 17meV [38] to ∼ 30meV [36, 37] at perfect alignment. Notably, even in seemingly unaligned devices with little or no observable h-BN induced Moire potential, band gaps of several meV are still observed [37, 38] . In TBG, the substrate can likewise gap-out the flat band Dirac points, splitting the bands as 8 = 4 + 4 to create a gap at charge neutrality. We find that for * N.B. and S.C. contributed equally to this work. certain sublattice splittings the resulting flat bands have Chern number C = ±1. This makes the TBG case similar to ABC stacked trilayer graphene, where under an appropriately directed electric field the flat bands have Chern numbers ±3 [39] . Once accounting for the C 2z -breaking substrate, the basic structure of the problem is as follows. The four upper (or lower) Chern bands are uniquely labeled by their valley τ = +, − and spin s =↑ / ↓. Because time reversal interchanges the two valleys, bands in different valleys have opposite Chern numbers. Since a |C| = 1 band is topologically equivalent to a Landau level (LL), the problem is roughly analogous to a spinful bilayer quantum Hall problem with one flux quanta per unit cell, but with opposite layers (valleys) experiencing opposite magnetic fields. The LLs are degenerate, but as in a quantum Hall ferromagnet (QHFM) [40] at integer filling the electrons may open a gap by spontaneously polarizing into a subset of these LLs, or a coherent superposition of them. In conventional quantum Hall bilayers at filling ν = 1, interactions generically drive inter-layer coherence, e.g., the exciton condensate [41, 42] . But the twist here is the opposing Chern numbers of the two valleys. We find that the Chern number structure provides a topological reason for penalizing a coherent state: an exciton condensate between C = 1, −1 bands is analogous to a superconductor in a strong magnetic field, which forces nodes (vortices) into the order parameter, reducing the gain in the correlation energy. Hence, a spontaneously valleypolarized state is stable and exhibits AH effect (QAH if completely spin and valley polarized). Further, pinning of valley-polarization by an out-of-plane B z due to a large orbital g-factor explains the presence and sign of the R xy hysteresis loop observed in Ref. [30] .
K+ M K
The possibility of spin and valley polarization and/or quantum anomalous Hall physics and chiral edge states in TBG has been discussed previously in Refs. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , albeit from a different perspective. In particular, Ref. [39] studied stacks of multilayer graphene twisted relative to each other (eg. bilayer on bilayer), or multilayer graphene with a Moiré potential from a h-BN substrate. They discuss several possible phases for nearly flat bands at integer fillings, and our findings of a stable QAH state at filling ν = 3 are in agreement. We also note that a recent self-consistent Hartree-Fock (HF) treatment of the continuum model exhibits spontaneous C 2z T breaking at charge neutrality, though the resulting Chern numbers were C = ±2 [47]; the authors also point out the possibility of QAH effects at odd fillings (ν = ±1, ±3).
Substrate-induced Dirac mass and Chern numbers-We model the effect of the h-BN substrate [32] by including in our band calculations a uniform but C 2z breaking A-B sublattice splitting ∆ t and ∆ b on the top and bottom layer respectively. While h-BN may also introduce a Moire potential, its magnitude falls off much more rapidly with alignment angle than ∆ t/b [38] . For our calculations we used a twist angle θ ≈ 1.05
• , and have taken a phenomenological corrugation effect into account by using a larger AB/BA inter-layer hopping w 1 as compared to the AA/BB inter-layer hopping w 0 . Taking w 0 /w 1 = 0.85 results in flat bands separated from the dispersing bands by an energy gap of approximately 20 meV (for zero sublattice splittings). We refer to the supplementary material for more details about the Moiré Hamiltonian.
The different phases of the +-valley (or K-valley) Moiré Hamiltonian for different parameter regimes of ∆ t and ∆ b are shown in Fig. 1 . We find four different regions where both Dirac cones in the mBZ are gapped because of the sublattice splittings. In these regions, there are two isolated flat bands as long as the value of the sublattice splitting is smaller than approximately 100 meV, which is always the case in the experiments. We find that these four regions have bands with Chern numbers [51] C = ±1 or C = 0, and are separated from each other by a Dirac point at either the K − or K + point in the mBZ. In Fig. 1 we show the Chern number of the flat band above charge neutrality and the position of the Dirac cone for the different transitions. The analogous phase diagram for the other valley can be obtained by time-reversal.
The location of the C = ±1 phases can be understood from the fact that for small ∆ t = ∆ b > 0 or ∆ t = ∆ b < 0, the leading order effect of the sublattice potentials is to generate Dirac masses with the same sign at both the K − and K + points of the mBZ. Because both Dirac cones in a single valley have the same chirality (which is closely related to the "fragile" topology of the flat bands [52] [53] [54] ), this leads to bands with Chern number ±1, a feature earlier work dubbed a "flipped Haldane model" [55] . From Fig. 1 we also see that even if only one of the layers has a non-zero sublattice splitting, the strong inter-layer coupling ensures that both Dirac cones at the mBZ Kpoints acquire a mass (even though in the single-valley Moiré Hamiltonian one Dirac cone comes from the top layer and the other from the bottom layer), and that the bands have non-zero Chern number. These findings can also be inferred analytically within the "chiral" approximation of tBLG [56, 57] , in which all bands are sub-lattice polarized and carry Chern number C = στ , where σ, τ denote sublattice and valley.
Metal -valley polarization competition-To phenomenologically model the effect of interactions on the electrons in the flat bands we adopt a LLL description. As reviewed in the supplementary material, we can map the Chern bands to a LLL by constructing the WannierQi states [58] . In the following, we use an approximation where the Wannier-Qi states of the flat bands are replaced by the continuum LLL wave functions of a twodimensional electron gas. The AH effect and edge transport reported in Ref. 30 can be explained if there is one valley polarized hole per Moiré unit cell. From the data in Ref. [30] is not possible to exclude a spin-unpolarized, gapless phase. If the spins do polarize however, the underlying mechanism is expected to be the same as in conventional QHFM [40] , and is not sensitive to the opposite Chern numbers of the two valleys. Therefore, in the analysis below we ignore spin and focus on the mechanism of valley polarization. The basic question we want to address is how the valley-polarized, inter-valley coherent and metallic phases compete with each other. For this we need to introduce two parameters in our LLL toy model: the bandwidth and the interaction anisotropy. To achieve a non-zero bandwidth we use a square lattice potential, as this suffices for the general questions we are interested in and simplifies the calculations as compared to a hexagonal or triangular lattice.
We consider a torus of length L x (L y ) in the x (y) direction, with a magnetic field perpendicular to the surface. We choose units in which
2 , where N φ is the number of flux quanta piercing the torus, and l B = ( /eB) −1/2 is the magnetic length. In particular, we will take L x = N x a and L y = N y a, with N φ = N x N y . Next to the magnetic field, we also add a periodic potential V P (x, y) = w(cos(2πx/a) + cos(2πy/a)), such that there is exactly 2π flux in each unit cell. The potential is invariant under translations over a in both the x and y-direction, which means that the momenta k x = n 2π Nxa and k y = n 2π Nya (n ∈ Z) are good quantum numbers.
We are interested in the physics in the LLL with Chern numbers C = 1, −1. The electron creation operator projected in these subspaces takes the form ψ †
2 c † ±,k , where we have chosen the Landau gauge which explicitly preserves (continuous) translation symmetry in the y-direction, such that k = 2πn/L y = 2πn/N y a with n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N x N y }. We now proceed in analogy to Ref. 59 , and define the Bloch states c † ±,(kx,ky) = c † ±,k as
where Q = √ 2π/l B = 2π/a. The density operator in the LLL n ± (q) = dr e −iq·r ψ † ± (r)ψ ± (r) takes the form
where the form factor is given by F (q) = e −q 2 l 2 B /4 . In the Bloch basis, the Hamiltonian term associated with the periodic potential takes the diagonal form
−π/2 (cos(ak x ) + cos(ak y )). We are interested in the effect of density-density interactions on the LLL electrons moving in the periodic potential. Specifically, we add the following interaction term to the Hamiltonian:
Because inter-valley scattering terms are small they are not taken into account here [60] . We will consider a general repulsive interaction of the form
In analogy to quantum Hall ferromagnetism [40, 41, 61] , at ν = 1 we expect that the main effect of H i is to introduce a valley Hund's coupling between the electrons resulting in an insulating ground state. On the other hand, the term H p coming from the periodic potential will favor a metal over the valley polarized insulator. To study the competition between these two phases, we perform a HF analysis using Slater determinants with correla-
The possibility of inter-valley coherent states is addressed in the next section. For each Slater determinant, we define the corresponding valley polarization
is the number of electrons in the + (−) valley. Without loss of generality, we consider the case with P v > 0.
We first treat the case where the anisotropic part u 1 (q) of the interaction is zero, and take for the isotropic part a dual-gate screened Coulomb potential with LLL form fac-
B /2 tanh (d|q|)/|q|, with screening length d taken to be one Moiré lattice constant. Using this interaction potential, we calculated the HF energy E HF , from which we can deduce the valley polarization P v of the Slater determinant with the lowest energy expectation value. In Fig. 2 we plot P v of the optimal Slater determinant as a function of W/U , where W = 4we −π/2 is the bandwidth. We find that for W/U < 0.1, the completely valley polarized state indeed has the lowest energy. When W/U ≈ 0.1, the valley polarization P v jumps and starts decreasing continuously, indicating a first-order Mott transition from the valleypolarized insulator to an itinerant valley-ferromagnet. Around W/U ≈ 3.1, P v continuously goes to zero and a conventional metallic phase sets in.
Inter-valley coherence and exciton vortex lattice-In bilayer QH ferromagnets, the insulating layer polarized state is known to be unstable to a uniform exciton condensate or inter-layer coherent state in presence of infinitesimal interaction anisotropy u 1 (q) > 0 [41] . The situation here is different as even with u 1 (q) = 0, there is no SU(2) valley symmetry because of the Chern number mismatch. The valley polarized state therefore only breaks discrete symmetries, such that there will be no instability of this insulating state. Another, more physical, way to understand the absence of an exciton condensation instability is to use an analogy with type II superconductors. Because electrons in bands with an opposite Chern numbers effectively see opposite magnetic fields, an electron-hole condensate ∆(r) = c † +,r c −,r will behave like a charge 2e superconducting order parameter in a perpendicular magnetic field. However, in our scenario a Meissner-like effect, corresponding to uniform amplitude of the exciton order parameter, is ruled out from the outset. Rather, the magnetic field must leak through vortices in the exciton order parameter, leading to an excitonic vortex lattice phase. In this section, we show by a HF analysis that both the valley polarized insulator and the unpolarized metal are lower in energy than the exciton vortex lattice, as long as the interaction anisotropy u 1 (q) is small enough. For our LLL model, we can derive an exact expression for the exciton vortex lattice order parameter ∆(r). To respect all symmetries of the square lattice, we expect ∆(r) to have vortices at both the lattice sites and the plaquette centers, leading to a 4π vorticity in each unit cell. In the analytically tractable limit, we can uniquely determine ∆(r) up to a translation by demanding its invariance under the magnetic translations T (ax) and T a 2 (x +ŷ) , connecting the anticipated vortices [60] . In Fig. 3 we plot the magnitude of ∆(r) thus obtained, from which we clearly see the expected Abrikosov vortex lattice. Projecting ∆(r) to the LLL Bloch basis wavefunctions φ ±,k (r) leads to a diagonal order parameter
where ∆ 0 represents the overall strength of the exciton condensate. ∆ k has two nodes with identical phase winding at k = ±(π/2, −π/2), as shown in Fig. 3 [60]. The presence of two zeros in the BZ with the same phase winding is a topological requirement for the exciton order parameter, and is not an artifact of our effective LLL model. In an isolated band a with non-zero Chern number C a , the phase of the electron creation (annihilation) operator c † a,k cannot be chosen to be both continuous and single-valued over the BZ. In particular, it must wind 2πC a times along the boundary of the BZ in a continuous gauge choice. This implies that the phase of ∆ k = c † +,k c −,k winds 2π(C a − C b ) = 4π times along the BZ boundary, which precisely corresponds to winding around two zeros with identical chirality.
We now consider variational states with an exciton vortex lattice, and demonstrate that such states have higher energy than the fully valley polarized state or the metal for small anisotropy u 1 in the interaction H i . Explicitly, we consider the Slater determinant ground state of the mean-field Hamiltonian where
is characterized by the valley polarization P v (determined by h) and an exciton vortex lattice of strength ∆ 0 , to be treated as variational parameters. The correlation matrix evaluated in this state takes the form of the projector c † τ,k c τ k = P τ,τ (k)δ k,k , which can be used to evaluate the regularized HF energy density e HF (P v , ∆ 0 ) of the variational state for a given microscopic interaction [60] . We next show that for the states of interest, with a fixed valley polarization P v at filling ν = 1 are stable to the formation of an vortex lattice in presence of small interaction anisotropy. To do this, we consider the difference in energy density e HF (P v , ∆ 0 )−e HF (P v , 0) perturbatively in |∆ 0 | for arbitrary interaction u 0 and u 1 ; a positive difference would indicate that ∆ 0 = 0 corresponds to an energy minimum. For the fully polarized phase, we find
where
. For a uniform exciton condensate, ∆ k = ∆ 0 and this energy difference is negative [60] . However, for an exciton order parameter formed with electrons and holes from opposite Chern bands, the flux necessitates a vortex lattice and ∇ k ∆ k = 0. Therefore, when u 1 is sufficiently small compared to u 0 (irrespective of their exact microscopic form) the energy of the variational state with non-zero ∆ k is higher. This indicates that the valley polarized state with ∆ 0 = 0, which was previously shown to be the ground state with an isotropic interaction for small W/u 0 , is indeed robust to small interaction anisotropy. Analogous computations [60] show that the unpolarized metal (P v = 0 = ∆ 0 ) is stable to the vortex lattice as well. A tentative phase diagram of our model is presented in Fig. 4 .
Valley Zeeman effect-To explain the hysteresis in the ν = 3 Hall conductance as a function of out-of-plane magnetic field B z [30] we compute the orbital g v -factor. In a band τ without time-reversal electrons can carry a momentum-dependent orbital moment m τ,k [62, 63] . Here τ indexes valley, so time-reversal ensures m τ,k = −m −τ,−k , which averaged over the mBZ produces a 
Supplementary material
Appendix A: Flat bands with sublattice splitting
As was shown in Ref. [32] [33] [34] , the h-BN substrate generates a substantial Dirac mass when it is nearly aligned with the graphene sheet. We model this by introducing a C 2z symmetry breaking sublattice-staggered potential ∆ t and ∆ b in respectively the top and bottom layer graphene sheet.
For the Moiré Hamiltonian, we consider a commensurate Moiré pattern, obtained from an AA stacked bilayer where the top and bottom graphene layers are rotated relative to each other along an out-of-plane rotation axis centered at a hexagon by an angle θ. This gives a Moiré super lattice with microscopic C 6z symmetry, which is found to be a very good approximate low-energy symmetry even for microscopically less symmetric Moiré patterns obtained from different initial stacking alignments or different rotation axis [55] . We choose to work with a commensurate pattern in order to use sharply defined Moiré lattice and reciprocal lattice vectors. However, the relevant properties of the electronic band structure around charge neutrality do not rely on the assumption of commensurability. In figure 5(a) we show the mono-layer graphene Brillouin zone with our convention for the reciprocal lattice basis vectors and the high symmetry points K + and K − .
We now consider following spinless (spin-orbit coupling is negligible) single-valley Moiré Hamiltonian
(A1) Here, g 1 and g 2 lie on the Moiré reciprocal lattice, R(θ) is a rotation matrix over angle θ, h
is the mono-layer graphene Hamiltonian of the top (bottom) layer with hopping strength t = 2.61 eV and a sublattice splitting ∆ t σ z (∆ b σ z ). The mono-layer graphene Hamiltonian is given by
where R 1 , R 2 are the graphene Bravais lattice vectors and R A , R B are the sublattice vectors. X is the position of the center of the mBZ at the mono-layer K + -points as shown in Fig.5(b) . In the commensurate case we are considering here, X lies on the Moiré reciprocal lattice. The inter-layer coupling is given by the matrices
where ω = e i2π/3 , g 1 = (R(θ/2)−R(−θ/2))G 1 and g 2 = (R(θ/2)−R(−θ/2))G 2 . The AB inter-layer hopping strength is w 1 = 195 meV. To phenomenologically incorporate the corrugation of the bilayer system we have used an AA-AB inter-layer hopping ratio w 0 /w 1 = 0.85.
In Fig. 6 we show the resulting flat bands in the mBZ around charge neutrality of the single-valley Moiré Hamiltonian along high-symmetry paths, for different strengths sublattice splittings ∆ t and ∆ b . The twist angle in these calculations was θ ≈ 1.05
• . When ∆ t = ∆ b = 0, the flat bands have Dirac cones at K + and K − and are separated from the dispersive bands by an energy gap of approximately 20 meV. If one of the sublattice splittings is non-zero, both Dirac cones acquire a mass because of the strong inter-layer coupling. In Fig. 6 we also show different plots with ∆ t = 15 meV constant and decreasing negative ∆ b to show the two Chern number changing transitions where a Dirac cone occurs at either 
Appendix B: Suppression of inter-valley scattering
We write the single valley Moiré Hamiltonian schematically as
where again the vectors g i lie on the reciprocal lattice of the Moiré super lattice. Here, we introduced the notation that τ ∈ {+, −} represents the different Dirac valleys, located at the high symmetry K−points of the mono-layer graphene BZ. The sublattice degree of freedom is denoted by σ ∈ {A, B}, and the two graphene layers are labeled by ξ ∈ {+, −}. The carbon atoms are located at positions r, such that r is of the form r = R(ξθ/2)(mR 1 + nR 2 + R σ ), where m, n ∈ Z, R 1 , R 2 are the graphene Bravais lattice vectors and R A , R B the sublattice vectors. Importantly, for H τ (k) we define the momentum k relative to the center of the mini-Brillouin zone located at the mono-layer K τ -points of top and bottom layer. In the second line we diagonalized the Moiré Hamiltonian using the unitary matrices U . Because we are interested in one band per valley, we drop the µ band index and associate τ with the band label. In this notation, we write the flat band states in each valley as
Here we have introduced the notation r = [r] + t, where [r] is the part of r lying in the Moire unit cell centered at the origin and t are Moire lattice vectors. To clarify the notation in going from Eq. (B2) to Eq. (B3), recall that the position label r contains the information contained in the labels ξ and σ via the relation r = R(ξθ/2)(mR 1 +nR 2 +R σ ). The index s refers to spin. Inverting the above expression now gives us the electron raising operator at position r projected in the two flat bands:
With the projected electron raising operator, which we simply rewrite as ψ † 
Using the above expression we can write the microscopic Coulomb interaction projected into the flat bands as
and V (r − r ) is the microscopic Coulomb interaction. The projected interaction coefficients are given by
(B12) Now it is important to remember that φ τ,k (r) = g U τ,k (ξ, σ, g)e ig·r . Because for the flat band states U τ,k (ξ, σ, g) decays fast with |g|, φ τ,k (r) varies slowly within the Moiré unit cell. So if V (r − r ) is sufficiently long-range (like Coulomb), then the sums over [r] and [r ] will suppress the terms with τ 1 = τ 1 and τ 2 = τ 2 . For this reason, we restrict to the dominant density-density terms in our effective Landau-level problem.
Appendix C: Construction of Wannier-Qi states
Because the single-valley flat bands split by the one-sided staggered potential have Chern number ±1, one cannot construct exponentially localized Wannier functions for these bands [65] . However, using the right gauge choice it is possible to construct Wannier functions that are exponentially localized along one direction. Using these quasi-one dimensional Wannier states there exists a natural mapping from the lattice system to a Landau-level system, as pointed out by Qi in Ref.
[58]. Here we review this mapping in the context of TBG.
Consider a system with periodic boundary conditions along two directions, which we refer to as the x and ydirections. Using the flat band states as defined in the previous appendix, we construct the superlattice Wannier-Qi functions as follows:
Here, e iατ (k) ensures an optimal gauge choice such that the functions W τ,x0,ky (r) are exponentially localized in the xdirection around the lattice position x 0 . We now imagine adiabatically threading 2π flux through the hole of the torus, such that the flux is felt by a particle moving on closed path in the y-direction. Because of the Chern number |C| = 1, this adiabatic process will change the polarization in the x-direction by one 'polarization quantum' [66, 67] , which means that the centers of the Wannier functions all shift by one Moire lattice vector along the x-axis (the direction in which they shift depends on the sign of the Chern number). This implies that W τ,x0,ky+g (r) = W τ,x0+τ tx,ky (r), where g is the norm of the Moiré reciprocal basis vectors. Therefore, we can use k ≡ k y + τ g as a single label for our Wannier-Qi states W τ,k (k) (for each k y ∈ [0, g], there is one Wannier function with a particular value for x 0 in each Moiré unit cell). One can now straightforwardly map the Chern band to a LLL, by replacing each Wannier-Qi function W τ,k (r) by the corresponding LLL Gaussian wave function. One of the main approximations in using the LLL states instead of the Wannier-Qi states of the twisted bilayer is that we ignore any Berry-curvature inhomogeneity.
Appendix D: Exciton vortex lattice in the lowest Landau level
The perpendicular magnetic field seen by the exciton order parameter ∆(r) = c † +,r c −,r induces a vortex lattice in the order parameter. Since ∆(r) essentially behaves like a charge q = 2e object in a magnetic field, the solution to this vortex lattice may be obtained by solving the Ginzburg Landau (GL) equation for ∆(r). For analytical tractability, we focus on vortex lattice solution of the linearized GL equation. Our solution is exact only at the upper critical field H c2 of the corresponding superconductor, but we expect our results to be valid more generally. In this limit, the problem reduces to the solving the Schrodinger equation for a single particle of charge 2e. In the Landau gauge A = Bxŷ, this solution is given by
The exciton vortex lattice we consider has 2π flux through each plaquette of the square lattice of side a, i.e, a 2 = 2πl 2 B . Since each elementary vortex carries a flux of π, we therefore expect two elementary vortices within a plaquette. Inspired by the computation of similar vortex patterns for the superconducting order parameter in Ref.
[59], we choose the vortex lattice wavefunction to be symmetric under magnetic translations T 1 = T (aŷ) and T 2 = T a 2 (x +ŷ) . Note that the magnetic translation operators for a particle of charge q in a magnetic field B satisfy the following algebra:
Since ∆(r) is a charge q = 2e order parameter, we have qB · (R 1 × R 2 )/ = (2e)B(a 2 /2)/ = 2π implying that T 1 and T 2 commute with each other. Being magnetic translation operators, they commute with the free Hamiltonian of a particle of charge q. Since our goal is to express ∆(r) in the Bloch basis, where the eigenstates of particles with charge q = e are invariant under the square lattice translations T 1 = T (aŷ) and T 3 = T (ax), we also choose the phases of T 1 and T 2 such that T 3 = T is identically satisfied. Consistent with these conditions, we find that
Now we impose the magnetic translation symmetry requirements on ∆(r). For T 1 , we have
where we have defined Q = 2π/a. Therefore, we can write
For T 2 , we have, using 2πl
Therefore, we have the following form of ∆(r):
We can now find the projection of ∆(r) on the single particle Bloch wave-functions. We focus on the lowest Landau level since we are only interested in C = ±1 bands. We define
where φ ±,k (r) are the Bloch wave-functions defined in Eq. (1) in the main text. Given the symmetry of ∆(r) under magnetic translations T 1 and T 3 , we expect it to be diagonal in Bloch space. Indeed, we find that ∆ 00 (k, k ) = ∆ k δ k,k , where
is a measure of the overall strength of the exciton vortex lattice order parameter. We can recast ∆ k in terms of the Jacobi theta function as follows
Evaluating the covariance matrix for |ψ M F with a chemical potential µ which fixes the filling of the mean-field bands gives:
One can indeed check that P τ,τ (k) is a projector matrix, i.e, P 2 = P , as expected for a Slater determinant state. We use these correlators to evaluate H via Wick's theorem.
where we have taken the thermodynamic limit, set the lattice spacing a = 1 and used the notation k =
to denote integration over the first BZ. We now focus on different limits where we can analytically compute the regularized energy density e
(where we have subtracted the formally infinite self-energy contribution that is canceled by the positive background) and get physical intuition about the phase diagram and stability of the different phases.
Competition between metal and valley polarized states
First, we focus on the competition between the metallic state and valley polarized state (setting ∆ 0 = 0). The anisotropic part of the interaction u 1 (q), while crucial for the excitonic order parameter, does not play a prominent role here other than altering phase boundaries slightly, so we set it to zero for simplicity. In this case, the covariance matrix takes the form
with a separate Fermi energy ε τ F = µ + τ h for the two bands (τ = ±1). Therefore, the regularized HF energy density is given by
To intuitively understand the physics, let us consider two extreme limits. For the fully valley polarized state, one of bands is completely full while the other is completely empty. Hence, Eq. (E6) evaluates to
For the unpolarized metal, f
The function g(q) is proportional to the overlap of the Fermi surface with itself when shifted by q. Hence, g(q) has a maximum value of 1 at q = 0 and decreases with q till q is half a reciprocal lattice vector. Since u 0 (q) contains the Landau level projection factor F 2 (q) = e −q 2 l 2 B /2 , the main contribution to the interaction term comes from g(q) close to zero, which implies that the unpolarized metal has higher energy than the valley polarized state. In other words, interaction favors valley polarization. On the other hand, the kinetic term from the periodic potential favors the metal, as a full dispersing band costs more energy than two half-filled bands.
Stability of valley polarized insulator and unpolarized metal to exciton vortex lattice
Following our previous discussion about the metallic phase and the valley polarized insulator, we need to establish that both these phases are stable to an excitonic phase with non-zero ∆(r) in presence of anisotropy in the interactions (u 1 (q) = 0). For two C = +1 bands, it is well-known that an infinitesimal anisotropy will drive exciton condensation with uniform magnitude. As argued in the main text, our excitonic order parameter ∆(r) formed which has electrons from the C = +1 band and holes from the C = −1 band, will behave like a superconducting order parameter in presence of a uniform magnetic field. Therefore, we can rule out a uniform exciton condensate, but an exciton vortex lattice indeed remains a distinct possibility. Below, we argue that such a phase is also energetically more expensive as long as the anisotropy is small enough.
We start off with the fully valley polarized state, corresponding to a large h. We now add a small ∆ k to see if we gain energy in presence of an arbitrarily weak anisotropy u 1 , while keeping the filling fixed to half. In this limit, the lower (β) band is still full while the upper (α) band is empty, so we can write Θ k,α = 0 and Θ k,β = 1. We can write the covariance matrix from Eq. (E3) as follows: We now carry out the previous analysis for the unpolarized metal, the second state of our interest. In this case, P v = 0 (obtained by setting h = 0), so the covariance matrix is given by
In this case, the HF energy density evaluates to 
where the labels ± are shorthand for momenta k ± q/2. We observe that at a total filling of ν = 1, the Fermi surface of the β band is identical to the Fermi surface of the α band shifted by Q = (π, π). To prove this, we use ε k+Q = −ε k and ∆ k+Q = −∆ k (as can be seen from the analytical form of ∆ k in Eq. (D9)).
E α,k+Q = ε k+Q + |∆ k+Q | = −ε k + |∆ k | = −E β,k =⇒ Θ(E α,k+Q ) = Θ(−E β,k ) = 1 − Θ(E β,k )
This has the very important consequence that the chemical potential µ is fixed to zero at half filling, and the system behaves like a compensated semi-metal with equally sized electron and hole Fermi surfaces. To analyze the energetics, it is convenient to define two subsets of the BZ. Let F S 0 be the original diamond shaped Fermi surface of the bands at ∆ k = 0, defined by the contours |k x ± k y | = π in the first BZ. Then we define (see Fig. 7 ) S 1 = {k : k ∈ F S 0 and E α,k > 0}; S 2 = {k : E β,k < 0 and k / ∈ F S 0 } (E17)
Note that k ∈ S 1 implies k + Q ∈ S 2 , so the area of S i (i = 1, 2) in the BZ, which we denote by A Si are equal. Using these, we compute the kinectic energy term of the vortex lattice phase.
The second term is positive, and denotes the increase of kinetic energy of our variational state by virtue of distorting the bands. The interaction term can also be analogously split into contributions coming from the original Fermi surface, and those coming from Fermi surface distortions. Further, we need to consider the overlap of Fermi surfaces shifted by a momenta of q, but the Landau level projection factors imply that only the overlap at q ≈ 0 is important when a l B . While our lattice has a/l B = 1 √ 2π so we are not strictly in this limit, it is nevertheless instructive to look at, as the Fermi surface overlaps can be succintly expressed in terms of S 1 and S 2 . Adding all contributions, we finally find that the energy density difference is given by: 
